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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is evolving into an essential component of 

brand strategy. The way consumers interact with brands is changing, prompting modern 

consumers to have higher expectations for the companies they give their business to. This 

study will explore how organizations decide upon one or more corporate social 

responsibility initiative(s) to pursue. Corporate social responsibility can be defined as any 

action a company takes that furthers some social good beyond the interests of the firm. 

This research will use satisficing theory, which allows management to weigh decisions 

using a cost/benefit structure and the Symbiotic Sustainability Model to evaluate how 

corporate/nonprofit relationships create value for each respective organization. 

Examining CSR within this context allows for a deeper, more nuanced understanding of 

how firms can gain social capital while improving societal affairs. The ethics inherent in 

CSR decisions will also be examined. Analyzing the decision-making processes and 

ethical reasoning behind CSR initiatives will provide new insight on the field of CSR. 

This study will build upon extant literature and use semi-structured interviews with 

company executives to reveal a clearer picture of why firms choose to engage in one CSR 

strategy over another 

 



 
 

 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

 
 
 
In 1978, Alice Berkner, founder of the International Bird Rescue Research Center, 

tested dish soaps to see which would be the most effective at cleaning birds impacted by 

oil spills. Dawn, a subsidiary of Procter & Gamble, was found to be more effective than 

any other major cleaning agent in the market, and thus, a renowned corporate social 

responsibility campaign was born (Newman, 2009). In many cases, companies choose a 

nonprofit or charity to contribute to (Carroll, 2008). In the case of Dawn Saves Wildlife, 

the cause chose the brand. In 1989, ecosystems in Prince William Sound were reeling 

from the effect of the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Rescue workers used Dawn on 

crude-covered birds, propelling the brand to the forefront of media coverage and 

beginning an era of Dawn championing animal-rescue efforts. Today, the dish soap and 

the philanthropic work are inextricably linked in consumers’ minds (Newman, 2009).  

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is evolving into an essential component of 

brand strategy. CSR can be defined as any actions a company takes that further some 

social good beyond the advantage of the company (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). The way 

consumers interact with brands is changing, prompting modern consumers to have higher 

expectations for the companies they give their business to (McGlone, Spain, & McGlone, 

2011). Today’s marketplace demands not only that the product or service the brand is 

producing be quality, but also that the firm be ethically sound (Frynas & Yamahaki, 

2016). CSR integrates social concerns into a firm’s business operations; it encompasses 

philanthropic activity such as donations, advocacy campaigns, volunteerism, changing 

 



 
 

production processes to be ethically progressive, and more (Du, Bhattacharya, & Sen, 

2011). Consumers do not believe that an organization must be fully philanthropic to the 

point of only breaking even; they are aware that the main goal of a business, even a 

socially responsible one, is to make money (Newell, 2015). However, consumers no 

longer have to choose between supporting a company that creates quality products or a 

company that follows ethical practices. Instead, they can direct their purchasing power 

toward companies that do both. In an age of skepticism where brands’ motivations are 

under severe ethical scrutiny, corporate social responsibility is one way for companies to 

emerge from a homogenous pool of brands (McWilliams, Siegel, & Wright, 2006).  

CSR has seen a radical increase in popularity and utilization in the business and 

public relations sectors over the past two decades (Frynas & Yamahaki, 2016). We live in 

an age especially sensitized to ethical concerns in the business world (Newell, 2015). 

Though the stock market was relatively calm in 2017, corporate misdeeds littered the 

news: United Airlines dragged a passenger off a plane; Facebook reported thousands of 

Russian-linked ads aimed at dividing the United States in a contentious election; Uber 

had pervasive sexual harassment allegations brought against them; Samsung imploded 

with bribery and embezzlement; and Apple slowed down older versions of iPhones, 

misleading consumers (Shen, 2017). In this tumultuous climate, consumers crave brands 

they can trust (Newell, 2015). Nearly every market in every industry is oversaturated 

with firms competing for consumer attention, so finding points of differentiation is 

becoming increasingly difficult (Zadek, 2004). Firms must focus on their relationships 

with consumers now more than ever; it is no longer sufficient to simply produce a good 

 



 
 

product, place it in the market, and hope customers appreciate it (McGlone et al., 2011). 

Competing brands reflect similar substantive product features, so choice probabilities rely 

on advantages created from other efforts, such as CSR (Barnett, 2007). Consumers are 

more willing to relate with firms engaging in socially responsible behavior; it is a way to 

gain legitimacy among the constituents of a brand (Barone, Miyazaki, & Taylor, 2000).  

Publicly owned companies have to juggle several interests in the modern 

marketplace; government, customers, competitors, employees, and shareholders all exert 

separate pressures that manipulate a company’s behavior. Contemporary brands have to 

account for stakeholders, a group far more vast and encompassing than shareholders 

(Carroll, 2008). These competing interests make determining the correct course of action 

for an entire organization difficult. Satisficing theory allows organizations to weigh the 

costs and benefits of any given decision and find an optimal solution, if not an ideal 

solution. The Symbiotic Sustainability Model augments satisficing theory by suggesting 

that corporations and nonprofits can join forces to achieve mutually beneficial results, 

thereby modifying the cost/benefit tally of satisficing theory (Goodrich, Stirling, & Frost, 

1998; Shumate & O’Connor, 2010).  

The research done on the field of CSR has been nearly exhaustive with one 

exception – the organizational decision-making behind corporate social responsibility 

initiatives. How do companies choose to execute the philanthropic programs they do? 

Using a framework of satisficing theory, the Symbiotic Sustainability Model, previous 

research on corporate social responsibility, organizational communication, and ethical 

decision-making, this study aims to close some of the gaps in the research field about 

 



 
 

firms’ decisions to engage in specific CSR strategies and whether ethical reasoning 

comes into that. Semi-structured interviews with corporate executives shed light on how 

CSR programs get started and why.  

  

 



 
 

Chapter 2: Literature Review, Theoretical Framework and Research Questions 
 
 
 
Corporate social responsibility is not a new term or concept; footprints of 

business’ concern for society can be found as far back as the 1800s (Carroll, 2008). 

Although there are traces of corporate social responsibility throughout the world, formal 

writings are most prevalent in the United States, beginning in the 20th century. Related 

conceptions have evolved beyond this range of geography and time (Carroll, 1999). In 

1953, Howard R. Bowen published Social Responsibilities of the Businessman. Despite 

the obvious gender bias, this is hailed as the formal genesis of CSR literature (Carroll, 

2008). Bowen’s work stemmed from the belief that the actions of large businesses 

impacted citizen’s lives. The book argued that by being cognizant of business ethics, 

firms could achieve long-term superior performance; Bowen stated that those working in 

business were obligated to pursue decisions and actions that enhanced the goals and 

values of society (1953). Archie B. Carroll, who has studied CSR for over three decades, 

labeled Bowen as the “Father of Corporate Social Responsibility” (Carroll, 1999). 

The 1960s brought some of the most important social movements in the United 

States’ history. Civil rights, women’s rights, and the environmental movement 

illuminated the growing expectations of society, and pressure to resolve these issues in 

business increased (Carroll, 2008). As demands of business leaders grew, corporate social 

responsibility began to gain notoriety, and definitions of the concept started to 

accumulate. Keith Davis defined CSR as a business’ decision to act beyond the 

organization’s direct economic or technical interest (Davis, 1960). He also coined the 

 



 
 

“Iron Law of Responsibility,” which held that “social responsibilities of businessmen 

need to be commensurate with their social power” (p. 71). Davis (1973) later wrote: 

It is the firm’s obligation to evaluate in its decision-making process the effects of its 
decisions on the external social system in a manner that will accomplish social 
benefits along with the traditional economic gains which the firm seeks.  

It means that social responsibility begins where the law ends. A firm is not 
being socially responsible if it merely complies with the minimum requirements 
of the law, because this is what any good citizen would do. (p. 313)  
  
Davis’ discussion of citizenship as a yardstick for CSR was echoed in Joseph W. 

McGuire’s (1963) work, which stated that businesses must act justly, as a proper citizen 

would. McGuire drew on basic human empathy, urging managers to think of their fellow 

man, while acknowledging the conflicting demands of stockholders, workers, and 

consumers (1963). Philanthropy to benefit one or more of these groups was the most 

noticeable manifestation of CSR in the 1960s (Carroll, 2008). However, CSR was still a 

malleable term that encompassed a wide range of activity. In an effort to clarify this, 

Clarence C. Walton published Corporate Social Responsibilities (1967), in which the 

author created a new, fundamental definition of CSR: 

In short, the new concept of social responsibility recognizes the intimacy of the 
relationships between the corporation and society and realizes that such 
relationships must be kept in mind by top managers as the corporation and the 
related groups pursue their respective goals.  

 
Walton included that inherent in CSR is a degree of voluntarism to undertake the 

responsibility, as well as an admission that there may not be direct economic benefits 

from engaging in the work (1967). In 1979, Carroll introduced a four-part definition of 

CSR that attempted to sum up previous research and the evolution of CSR as a 

definitional construct. Carroll offered: “The social responsibility of business encompasses 

 



 
 

the economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of 

organizations at a given point in time” (Carroll, 1979, p. 500). 

Carroll (1999) later amended this definition of the four kinds of social 

responsibility to replace the discretionary component with philanthropic. In the interest of 

pragmatism, he stated “the CSR firm should strive to make a profit, obey the law, be 

ethical, and be a good corporate citizen” (Carroll, 1991, p.43). Then, in 2000, Simon 

Zadek offered his own quadrilateral contribution to the literature. Zadek outlined four 

reasons a company would pursue CSR tactics: to defend the firm’s reputation, to justify 

benefits over costs, to integrate with broader strategies, or to manage risk (Zadek, 2000).  

As the practice of CSR has developed, its focus has grown from a few, immediate 

stakeholders to include more comprehensive, even global, concerns. A popular example 

of this is the global sports brand, Nike. When protesters railed against Nike’s overseas 

sweatshop production processes in the 1990s, the organization became the global poster 

child for corporate ethical fecklessness (Zadek, 2004). As allegations of oppressed 

laborers stained Nike’s image, the company searched for a way to fix the public relations 

nightmare. Nike commissioned social responsibility audits of its factories, committed to 

new manufacturing standards, established a code of conduct, and apologized for past 

labor practices (DeTienne & Lewis, 2005). Far from its exploitative practices of the 

previous century, the modern Nike has been lauded as one of the foremost companies 

pioneering substantive CSR campaigns. Today, Nike champions good working 

conditions and innovates production processes to reduce its water footprint (Newell, 

2015).  

 



 
 

As this example illustrates, CSR is gaining momentum as a management concept. 

Not only has CSR been proven to repair consumer attitudes toward brands after service 

failure, but a positive link between CSR initiatives and consumer patronage has also been 

corroborated by leading experts in the field (Du, Bhattacharya, & Sen, 2011; Carroll, 

2008). This perspective that CSR could offer a competitive advantage in an increasingly 

competitive global market points to a tighter coupling between CSR and inherent value 

within the firm (Carroll & Shabana, 2010).  

The Business Case for CSR 

The question emerges, can a firm truly do well financially by doing good in the 

world? Can core business operations and responsibilities to society be addressed 

simultaneously? That consumers want their purchasing habits to reflect their values has 

been established; consumers identify with and actively support companies when they 

perceive an overlap between the firm’s and their own attributes (Carroll & Shabana, 

2010). This link between identity and what influences a consumer to financially support a 

socially responsible company is the key to the business case for CSR. The business case 

for CSR refers to the rationale supporting why the business community should engage in 

philanthropic work (Zadek, 2000). Not all agree, though. The most fervent 

capitalism-endorsing economists feared that “attention to social responsibilities would 

detract from the profit motive that was so essential for business success” (Carroll & 

Shabana, 2010, p. 87). Milton Friedman, well-known economist, disputed the value of 

business ethics. Friedman (1962) argued that “few trends could so thoroughly undermine 

the very foundations of our free society as the acceptance by corporate officials of a 

 



 
 

social responsibility other than to make as much money for their stockholders as 

possible” (p.133). It is true that in a capitalistic economic system, businesses are expected 

to produce goods or services and sell them at a profit (Carroll, 1999). However, Paul 

Samuelson, another economist, supported the case for business assumption of social 

responsibility (1971). Samuelson contended “a large corporation these days not only may 

engage in social responsibility, it had damn well better try to do so” (1971, p. 24). 

Friedman’s opinion that the sole responsibility of business is to maximize the bottom line 

and ensure its shareholders harvest appropriate earnings has, for the most part, been 

overthrown (Friedman, 1962; Carroll & Shabana, 2010). Carroll (1999) offered that the 

economic component of CSR is not purely for the benefit of the firm, but that economic 

viability is something business does for society. Barnett (2007) also believed that 

excessive financial performance could indicate to stakeholders that a business is extorting 

society rather than enriching it.  

The trends emerging around CSR make clear that the struggle between moral high 

ground and business finesse has never been more intertwined, and in the modern market 

where businesses are in intense global competition, CSR is viable only as long as it adds 

value to firms’ success (Carroll, 2008). The past decade has illuminated research that 

proves a link between corporate social responsibility and trust (Du et al., 2011). CSR was 

found to be an effective tool in overcoming trust barriers with consumers; in the case of 

competition against a market leader, consumers were more likely to engage in a 

transactional relationship with companies that engaged in CSR work (Du et al., 2011). 

Dove’s highly lauded campaign for women to embrace wider definitions of beauty has 

 



 
 

catapulted them over competing brands such as Olay and Neutrogena (Du et al. 2011). 

This formation of a communal, trust-based relationship enhances the business case for 

CSR, demonstrating the efficacy of CSR as a brand management tool (McWilliams et al., 

2006). Carroll (2008) also notes that the new millennium brought a decline in the 

evolution of the CSR definition and an increase in empirical research. Today, most 

research centers around the presumed effect corporate social responsibility has on 

companies’ financial performance (Carroll, 2008). The emergence of companies 

developing reputations for CSR characterized the 1990s and has continued into the 21st 

century. Carroll (2008) lists Ben & Jerry’s, Coca-Cola, Johnson & Johnson, Nike, and 

UPS as examples of this movement.  

Stakeholders 

 As CSR activity endures and even escalates, the function of the stakeholder 

cannot be ignored. Stakeholders are a group more encompassing than shareholders; 

stakeholders can be defined as any constituent groups affected by businesses’ actions and 

very existence, including employees, suppliers, local communities, and the nation 

(Johnson, 1971). Stakeholder theory has come to be inextricably linked with CSR; it is a 

lens through which the intimate relationship between companies and their consumers – 

both direct and indirect – can be examined (Carroll, 2008). Stakeholder theory made its 

academic debut in 1983 when R. Edward Freeman wrote an article clarifying the 

semantics behind the concepts of stockholders and stakeholders. Before this, corporate 

action, or lack thereof, revolved around the needs of those individuals that had financial 

interest in a company. A simplistic view of business reigned; those that held equity held 

 



 
 

power, and businesses were simply brick and mortar locations obligated to provide 

products or services to paying customers (Carroll, 2008). “The stakeholder notion is 

indeed a deceptively simple one. It says that there are other groups to whom the 

corporation is responsible in addition to stockholders: those groups who have a stake in 

the actions of the corporation” (Freeman & Reed, 1983, p. 89). Freeman’s theory 

proposed an ecosystem of stakeholders that extended far beyond the constraints of the 

shareholder group (1984). Freeman identified a broader group that held the potential for 

influence and addressed how management could satisfy both the financial and the social 

interests of all those affected by a business’ operations, no matter how tangentially 

(Freeman & Reed, 1983). In the past, it was an input/output model limited to suppliers, 

investors, and employees working with a firm, which in turn produced for customers. 

Today, governments, investors, political groups, suppliers, trade associations, employees, 

communities, and customers have give and take with a firm, creating mutually beneficial 

relationships (Barnett, 2007). 

Stakeholder theory rests upon the assumption that the purpose of a business is to 

create value for stakeholders (Freeman, 1984). It is an expansion of shareholder theory, 

which operates on the premise that managers have a duty to maximize shareholders’ 

interests. This theory states that businesses are not moral individuals and therefore should 

not be expected to fulfill any moral obligations (Mansell, 2013). Shareholder theory 

asserts that the ultimate goal of companies is to amplify financial value; stakeholder 

theory challenges this. Stakeholder theory examines companies’ duty of beneficence and 

raises a fundamental debate: what is business’ role in society? Mansell (2013) proposes 

 



 
 

that firms can adhere to the ideals of shareholder theory while simultaneously pursuing 

stakeholder interests beyond financial profits; they do not necessarily have to juxtapose 

one another as rival ethical theories.  

Stakeholder theory is still the preferred lens through which researchers examine 

CSR or the effects of business’ philanthropic activity on brand performance (Frynas & 

Yamahaki, 2016). Carroll (1999) credited stakeholder theory with humanizing the 

somewhat abstract concept of “social” implied with the term corporate social 

responsibility. Carroll stated “the stakeholder nomenclature puts names and faces on the 

societal members or groups who are most important to business and to whom it must be 

responsive” (1999, p. 290). Johnson (1971) alluded to a stakeholder approach when he 

described CSR as the pursuit of socioeconomic goals through prescribed business roles; 

he urged managers to balance a multiplicity of interests. Stakeholders of any given 

organization have diverse and often incongruent interests, so it is rare that one effort 

would elicit a unanimous reaction. However, assuming the behavior of an organization 

can be understood and predicted based on stakeholders’ relative influence over the brand, 

CSR efforts should mirror stakeholders’ priorities (Frynas & Yamahaki, 2016). 

Stakeholders define their set of interests broadly, taking issue not only with problems that 

affect them directly but also problems that do not affect them – causes for the general 

good of society. The firms consumers frequent contribute to their sense of identity; their 

purchase decisions reveal the ethics they choose to emulate (DeTienne & Lewis, 2005). 

This close of a relationship between consumers and their self-appointed codes of ethics 

begs the question: How closely tied are the CSR programs a firm engages in and that 

 



 
 

firm’s code of ethics? While consumers build their personal identities around the ethics 

of their purchase decisions, are companies considering the ethics of their decision-making 

when it comes to social responsibility?  

 

Organizational communication and leadership 

Answering that question requires a brief overview of how organizations communicate. 

What follows is not an exhaustive, but rather a focused overview of the organizational 

communication literature most relevant to corporate social responsibility.  

According to Ziek (2009), organizations use tried-and-true communicative moves 

when they depict the ethical behaviors of the organization; companies draw on the 

language of predecessors and utilize a process of retrospective sensemaking when 

informing stakeholders of CSR work. Ziek (2009) also found that more firms are moving 

beyond organizationally controlled CSR to stakeholder-influenced models of 

communication on the topic that account for interaction of information. This conclusion 

is echoed in Schmeltz (2012) when the author suggests organizational communication 

models regarding CSR should “move from a purely informative approach by which the 

receiver is completely passive to a two-way symmetric approach, which calls for 

dialogue with stakeholders with the aim of actively involving and engaging them.” 

Schmeltz (2012) notes we live in an era of compassionate capitalism that has forced 

organizational communication to respond to the more sophisticated expectations of 

modern consumers. Firms struggle to fulfill multiple stakeholders’ expectations while 

simultaneously generating concise, credible messaging about their CSR efforts. 

 



 
 

Organizations have to moderate their own communication as consumers become 

increasingly critical of CSR-related, self-congratulatory talk; consumers expect firms to 

engage in CSR but overager, explicit communications about their own good deeds create 

a promoter’s paradox for corporations (Schmeltz, 2012).  

Schmeltz (2012) also found that companies regularly use rhetorical strategies in 

their communication about CSR to create credibility. This rhetorical strategy relies upon 

the use of very factual language that mentions specific examples of programs, 

achievements and impact quantification; the publication of that information is also 

strategically placed in genres believed to be credible, such as reports (Schmeltz, 2012). 

Organizations need to explicit, factual, and precise in their communications about CSR; 

social responsibility communications should focus on corporate ability instead of 

corporate morality, according to Schmeltz (2012).  

Organizational research in the past fifty years has repeatedly studied different 

facets of decision-making (Aritz, Walker, Cardon & Li, 2017). The complexity of 

modern organizations requires internal decision-making to determine what the best 

course of action is to achieve predetermined, company-wide goals; this is sometimes the 

responsibility of a group, occasionally the responsibility of an individual. As Robertson 

(2005) notes, leaders are at the heart of all organizational communication – modern 

corporations are information gluttons, and managers are responsible for seeking out 

information on behalf of the organization, compiling information on behalf of the 

organization, and disseminating information on behalf of the organization. Leaders often 

serve as the mouthpiece of organizations due to their heavy involvement in organizational 

 



 
 

communication efforts and organizational decision-making processes (Gilley, Gilley, & 

McMillan 2009). Managerial decision-making occurs differently from group 

decision-making in which one influential member can affect the quality of the group 

process (Aritz et al., 2017). Aritz et al. found that the use of questions established 

leadership in group decision-making processes, negotiated roles within the 

decision-making process and influenced the group’s final decision (2017).  

Discourse studies found that transitory leadership often occurs during group 

decision making – that is, leadership is a dynamic, complex interaction among 

individuals, and the influence of a leader can be exerted by more than one person in a 

group (Aritz et al., 2017). Leadership can be a temporal phenomenon; “leadership efforts 

can be accepted, ignored, or rejected by parties to a decision-making interaction 

regardless of that person’s intention or organizational legitimacy” (Aritz et al., 2017, p. 

176). When examining CSR, the role of managers cannot be overlooked. Socially 

responsible companies cannot exist without socially responsible managers who 

sometimes sacrifice profits in favor of socially responsible activity (Godos-Díez, 

Fernández-Gago, & Martínez-Campillo, 2011). Leaders in a company will act more 

ethical and support the ethical decision alternative if they believe it is vital to 

organizational effectiveness (Godos-Díez et al., 2011).  

Theoretical Framework 

Organizational effectiveness and success, though, can be hard to quantify; 

outcomes of broad decisions require a framework to be evaluated within. Goodrich, 

Stirling, and Frost (1998) discussed satisficing theory, in which decisions are made using 

 



 
 

a cost/benefit structure to find an outcome that, while not optimal, is “good enough.” 

Choices are made based on the available criterion, knowledge, and capability to evaluate. 

“A satisficing search is a search for an optimal solution that terminates when a solution is 

found such that the cost of further searching exceeds the expected benefits of doing so” 

(Goodrich, Stirling, & Frost, 1998). Consequences of decisions are split into liabilities, or 

the “cost” of the choice, and accuracy, any beneficial attributes of a choice.  When 

finding the optimal choice is not feasible, satisficing theory serves as a support system for 

decisions (Goodrich, Stirling, & Frost, 1998).  

According to Sanders and Carpenter (2003), under conditions of information 

asymmetry, there is an observed propensity to manage opposing stakeholder pressures by 

engaging in strategic satisficing. Sanders and Carpenter (2003) posited that executives 

often employ satisficing in their decision-making processes, simply by virtue of the fact 

that top-tier management of publicly owned companies are beholden to their 

stakeholders, so finding a solution quickly that maximizes outcomes is in their best 

interest. According to Wang, Gao, Hodgkinson, Rousseau, & Flood (2015): 

“Stakeholders play an important role in the determination of corporate strategy. Yet not 
all stakeholders are equal in the context of corporate strategy or in the minds of 
strategic decision makers. The differential effects of stakeholders are predicated 
on the concept of stakeholder salience... Salience is shaped by three key attributes 
of stakeholder claims: legitimacy, power, and urgency.”  

 
Satisficing theory allows executives to mollify and appease their stakeholders (Sanders & 

Carpenter, 2003). By engaging in a satisficing model of decision-making, leadership can 

mitigate threats but, by that same logic, they might also supplant optimal outcomes.  

 



 
 

Finding the best possible outcome becomes too arduous to justify when it needs to 

be done on behalf of two disparate organizations, therefore the Symbiotic Sustainability 

Model (SSM) serves as a more appropriate decision-making heuristic. The SSM is a 

communication-based explanation of NGO/corporate alliances, introduced by Shumate 

and O’Connor (2010). The Symbiotic Sustainability Model asserts that in NGO-corporate 

alliances, both parties try to acquire distinct forms of capital, including economic, 

cultural, social, and political. This macro-level model focuses on patterns of 

communication that affect the organizational landscape (Shumate & O’Connor, 2010). 

The SSM is based on the fact that NGOs and corporations serve different populations, so 

the mutually beneficial partnerships are aberrations in each’s original function identity. 

This ancillary role fulfillment creates interorganizational communication – the messaging 

“that NGOs and corporations create in order to enter the public dialogue, offer legitimacy 

claims, and create positive relationships with publics that can influence their institutional 

operating environments” (Shumate & O’Connor, 2010).  

The SSM enables corporations to enhance or even build a social identity; the 

symbiotic nature allows NGOs to communicate a new identity to stakeholders – one that 

expands upon the social capital and functional identity they hold inherently. NGOs move 

beyond altruistic and mission-centric behavior to align themselves with a product or 

service while corporations defend and camouflage their profit-seeking revenue generation 

goals (Shumate & O’Connor, 2010). The SSM nods to social identity theory, noting that 

when supplementary roles are taken on, identity-creating processes must follow. An 

example of this is identity verification, in which new character facets are legitimized 

 



 
 

(Shumate & O’Connor, 2010). “The SSM poses that communication of the existence and 

character of alliances to stakeholders is central to the benefit realization of these 

relationships” (Shumate & O’Connor, 2010). However, the SSM warns that when both 

organizations are unable to demonstrate relevant value to each organization’s 

stakeholders, it damages both firms’ claims to legitimacy; NGOs are seen as sell-outs, 

and corporations are perceived as inauthentic (Shumate & O’Connor, 2010).  

“The SSM begins to address the question of the right–right decision making in CSR 
…This decision is not so much about whether to engage in socially responsible 
behavior, a significant issue also deserving of interest, but a dilemma about which 
socially responsible behavior to enact. Corporations must select among a number 
of potential right social issues in order to avoid fragmentation of communication 
to stakeholders. Thus, corporations may be motivated to choose social issues and 
NGOs which they believe offer a triple bottom line” (Shumate & O’Connor, 
2010). 
 
Thomas M. Jones presented an issue-contingent model of moral decision-making 

and behavior in 1991 that drew on social psychology theory. Jones stated there are six 

factors moral agents take into account when evaluating a moral issue: magnitude of 

consequences, social consensus, probability of effect, temporal immediacy, proximity, 

and concentration of effect. These six characteristics collectively formed Jones’ concept 

of moral intensity (1991). However, decisions do not happen in a vacuum, and Jones’ 

model failed to account for organizational culture or corporate policies. Moral 

atmosphere affects moral reasoning and moral judgment; implicit organizational 

pressures determine moral intent (Jones, 1991). Jones ultimately concluded that the 

importance of an ethical concern inspired the most altruistic behavior in moral agents 

(1991).  

Ethical Deliberation 

 



 
 

Ethical frameworks are utilized to bring clarity and morality to decision-making 

processes. Ethical deliberation on an individual basis requires consultation of personal 

values and assessment of standards – standards of truth, standards of respect, standards of 

freedom, etc. (Plaisance, 2014). Ethical deliberation within an organization, however, 

requires the selection of a course of action on behalf of the organization as a whole. The 

organization acts as a rhetor, as a moral agent responsible for making an ethical decision 

that is both legally and morally acceptable to society (Jones, 1991).  

Smith and Carroll (1984) studied moral agents within organizations. The authors 

suggest that individuals are socialized by society before becoming more specifically 

socialized for their respective employment roles. This organizational socialization 

presents itself in hierarchical influence as well as peer influence. Ethical orientations are 

shaped by the messages handed down from superiors, and this culminates in a 

self-reinforcing organizational mindset (Smith & Carroll, 1984). According to Smith and 

Carroll (1984), “Organizational socialization has as one of its principal functions the 

creation of loyalty and commitment to the organization” (p. 96). Smith and Carroll 

(1984) discovered an aspect of reciprocity that allows employees to act as moral agents, 

share ethical responsibilities with peers, and, in doing so, fuse their own personal code of 

ethics with that of the company. Building upon this, Schauster and Neill (2017) found 

that individuals within an organization adhered to the ethics promoted within the 

organizational culture and climate. This conclusion underlines the importance of business 

leaders providing ethical leadership and continually revising and promoting their ethical 

standards.  

 



 
 

Moral decision-making relies upon moral awareness – the ability to identify the 

ethical qualities of a dilemma (Schauster & Neill, 2017). However, discussions of 

morality and ethics are not always prevalent in modern work environments. Zanin, Bisel, 

and Adame (2016) define the moral mum effect as “the product of two main forces. First, 

individuals avoid engaging in upward ethical dissent due to concern about potential face 

threats… Second, anticipatory socialization across the lifespan teaches individuals that 

genuine and ongoing ethics talk is uncommon in workplace discourse.” Teaching and 

communicating the particular code of conduct for an organization ensures that the acting 

individuals accurately represent the ethics of the organization as a complete entity. A case 

study of a notoriously ethical pharmaceutical company found that the organization’s 

ethics played a role in the internal organizational decision-making; organizational 

decisions were arrived at after consulting the responsibilities outlined in the company’s 

ethics statement and ethics training materials (Bowen, 2004). Bowen also found that new 

employees were socialized into the organizational culture and assimilated the 

organization’s ethical standards (2004). In this case, autonomous moral analysis was 

influenced by the company’s code of ethics, and participants in the study reported they 

expounded their own ethical beliefs through the organization’s ethical training (Bowen, 

2004). A moral schemata must determine a decision, excluding the pressures of 

challenges such as market dips and production limits (Schauster & Neill, 2017). 

“Standards of ethical practice must be grounded in altruistic versus self-interested 

intentions. They must also must be rooted in universal moral ideals that are consistent 

over time as well as socially responsible…” (Schauster & Neill, 2017, p. 56).  

 



 
 

The two concepts of ethics and reputation management are necessarily bound in a 

causal relationship (Newell, 2015). The value of CSR, especially in a market increasingly 

controlled by younger consumers who venerate philanthropy, has been established 

(McGlone et al., 2011). A brand is more than the sum of its parts; the intangible assets of 

a brand account for enormous proportions of its value (Carroll, 2008). The choices that 

brands make when they identify and engage in CSR tactics contribute to the brand’s 

identity (Jones, 1991). Although a brand is not a living thing, a company takes on 

human-like characteristics. The public views a brand as having opinions, morality and 

values (Jones, 1991). Therefore, the decisions made at the top permeate the infrastructure 

of the organization and manifest themselves in the work done to gain social capital 

(Mansell, 2013). The ethical reasoning behind these substantial decisions defines the 

perceived ethics of the firm. Although executives may not consciously implement 

specific ethical frameworks when deciding on a course of action, they exist nonetheless 

(Jones, 1991). 

Deontology, one ethical framework worth examining CSR within, dictates that 

there is a set of ethical rules for all people at all times (Neher & Sandin, 2017). People are 

obligated to do the right thing, regardless of the consequences. Considering ethics 

through a duty-centric lens allows for no room for consideration of the consequences. For 

example, if Dawn had considered pioneering Dawn Saves Wildlife through a duty-based 

ethical framework, it would have justified its action as being due to its obligation as a 

product that effectively cleaned birds. However, a utilitarianism framework presents the 

question: Does the end justify the means? (Neher & Sandin, 2017). Utilitarianism, a 

 



 
 

subset of consequentialism, requires ethical decision-makers to total the positive and 

negative outcomes and calculate which course of action results in a persuasive disparity 

of good outcomes over negative. Simply, the right course of action is the one with the 

best outcome for the greatest amount of people. Consequentialism revolves around the 

idea that all ethical choices should be made based on predictions about what the outcome 

will be (Neher & Sandin, 2017). If Dawn had applied consequentialism, the company 

would have considered the potential disastrous effects on the ecosystem if the birds and 

other animals were not saved, and it should have come to the same conclusion. Ethical 

egoism also would have led Dawn to engaging in CSR. Ethical egoism implores moral 

agents to do what is in their own best interest; Dawn was lauded for its altruistic 

involvement and donation (Neher & Sandin, 2017). 

Virtue ethics is a circular concept; the virtuous person does virtuous things, and to 

be virtuous, the things one does must be virtuous. However, at its core, virtue ethics is 

optimistic. Unlike duty ethics, rules do not dictate behavior nor choices. Unlike 

consequentialism, behavior and ethical decisions are not made on a moral abacus. Virtue 

ethics is flexible and requires good, sound judgment (Neher & Sandin, 2017). As fallible 

humans, sometimes virtue ethics is hard to adhere to. However, when making decisions 

on an organizational level, the fluidity of virtue ethics allows for growth (Plaisance, 

2014). In the case of Dawn, it is as simple as the principle Socrates outlined: a person 

would not do evil knowingly (Neher & Sandin, 2017). The absence of action might not 

be evil, however, if a company has the ability to help, it should. In this way, virtue ethics 

would also lead Dawn to engaging with the wildlife rescue efforts. 

 



 
 

Ethical reasoning is inherent in all aspects of life. Nearly all popular ethical 

frameworks support brands’ involvement in corporate social responsibility initiatives, 

whether for selfish motives or otherwise (DeTienne & Lewis, 2005). Analyzing the 

decision-making processes and breaking down which ethical framework each object of 

study adheres to will provide new insight on the field of CSR in general, as well as how 

companies interact with stakeholders. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions will serve as guideposts for what the study sets 

out to accomplish:  

RQ1: How do companies choose CSR strategies? 

RQ2: How does ethical reasoning factor into CSR choices, if at all? 

  

 



 
 

Chapter 3: Method 
 
 
 

This study utilized semi-structured interviews. Interviews are a popular 

methodology in qualitative research, and the research done on corporate social 

responsibility is no exception. Green and Peloza’s 2011 study examining how CSR 

creates value for consumers made use of 30 in-depth personal interviews with consumers. 

Green and Peloza used a semi-structured interview guide, which allowed the researchers 

to probe for deeper responses when warranted (2011). The authors updated their 

interview guide after themes emerged from initial interviews; the study ultimately found 

that CSR creates emotional, social, and functional value for consumers (Green & Peloza, 

2011). A study by Jamali and Mirshak (2007) also employed semi-structured interviews 

to investigate the theory and practice of CSR in a developing country. Jamali and 

Mirshak conducted eight interviews with employees occupying top managerial positions 

in which the interviewees spoke on behalf of his or her respective Lebanese organization; 

the authors stated their choice of semi-structured interviews was due to the method’s 

flexibility in allowing researchers to decide on the sequencing and wording of questions 

throughout the interviews (2007).  

Similar to the studies mentioned above, semi-structured interviews comprised this 

study’s research. According to Fontana and Frey (1994), structured interviews involve an 

interviewer asking a respondent a pre-established set of questions, most of which leave 

little room for open-ended elaboration. The interviewer is not to agree nor disagree with 

subjects in this technique, and answers are carefully recorded and coded (Fontana & 

 



 
 

Frey, 1994). This study used a variation of that technique. Semi-structured interviews 

provided the analysis process with the freedom to sift through the public 

relations-approved jargon about why a firm selects a particular CSR tactic to pursue. As 

Whyte (1982) notes, interviews are seldom non-directive, though there are different 

levels of directiveness, and an interviewer’s questions can lead to subjects being able to 

discern what the interviewer wants to hear. To avoid this, questions were submitted to a 

rigorous review process, in which they were screened by peers and faculty. This study’s 

interview guide (see Appendix A) comprised a list of these questions, as well as topics 

that needed to be covered with each respondent, in a particular order. The interview guide 

ensured the reliability and validity of the study questions so that every respondent had the 

same understanding of what he or she was being asked. The questions were open-ended 

to prompt discussion, but the interviews were formal and professional. This method 

allowed for the exploration any themes that arose during data collection and elaboration 

if a subject made an especially compelling point.  

This study also made use of elicitation techniques described by Johnson and 

Weeler (2002): Researchers start with broad, descriptive questions known as 

“grand-tour” questions; next, questions narrow and become more focused to elicit local 

perceptions; as questioning continues, the interviewer and interviewee form a rapport that 

puts both at ease. After reducing anxieties, the researcher reiterates that the purpose of the 

conversation is to learn, assuaging any instinctual habits to correct for asymmetrical 

contributions to the dialogue; subsequent questions explore interrelated items and the 

domains they belong to (Johnson & Weeler, 2002). To prompt recollection and more 

 



 
 

detailed responses, research was performed ahead of the interview to collect examples of 

each company’s CSR programs. These examples were brought up in conversation to 

elicit granular descriptions of the decision process. This integrated approach of 

taxonomic interview and free-recall elicitation provided structure for the eventual 

generation of themes in the data.  

Anderson and Jack (1991) recommend shifting researchers’ priorities from purely 

information gathering to making the interview an interactive process. Anderson and Jack 

(1991) warn against the scholarly habit of searching for generalizations in data across 

interviews while conducting an interview, thus undermining the attentive listening 

needed to properly execute elicitation techniques. Therefore, analysis was suspended 

until all data was collected. To truly listen without jumping to interpretation, Anderson 

and Jack (1991) suggest paying close attention to moral language – essentially, the 

statements interviewees make that can point to dominant standards he or she might be 

applying when evaluating situations. Listening for moral language allows researchers to 

temper what they are hearing with the value systems of informants and how those are 

influenced by cultural norms (Anderson & Jack, 1991). In the case of this study, 

individuals were speaking on behalf of organizations, a nuance that was taken into 

account during analysis. Anderson and Jack (1991) also implore researchers to be 

cognizant of meta-statements. “Meta-statements alert us to the individual’s awareness of 

a discrepancy within the self – or between what is expected and what is being said” 

(Anderson & Jack, 1991, p. 22). Meta-statements signal close monitoring of informants’ 

own thoughts, and this can impact the logic of the narrative; internal consistency in 

 



 
 

interviewee’s dialogue can be impacted by this process of retracing as well as 

socialization influences (Anderson & Jack, 1991). As this study utilized interviews 

exclusively with communications professionals, awareness of this introspective 

self-correction was crucial.  

Rationale for Method Selection 

As Fontana and Frey (1994) note, the spoken word is laced with ambiguity; 

however, there was no more appropriate way to answer the research questions of this 

study than through the use of semi-structured interviews. The interviews were conducted 

with executives in top managerial roles; textual analysis, ethnography, framing analysis, 

etc. would not fit for obvious reasons. Textual analysis, though a useful data analysis 

method, would not have yielded information about firm’s decision-making processes, 

unless access was granted to obtain internal memos (McKee, 2003). Textual analysis 

would present a challenge due its very nature – it is a passive data collection technique 

that does not allow researchers to interact with humans to discover the reasoning behind 

their findings. Similarly, a visual analysis would not have produced analytical results for 

this particular topic, as CSR is a concept to be put into motion, not an art exhibit to be 

seen. Ethnography might have lent interesting data, but the lengthy process needed to 

gain solid results made it infeasible in the timeline of this study, unless the sample size 

was drastically reduced (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). Focus groups would have 

added a level of interactivity between interview subjects that could have skewed 

responses (Fallon & Brown, 2002).  

 



 
 

Individual interviews gave this study the data needed for analysis and drawing 

applicable conclusions. Semi-structured interviews as a method gathered data that was 

comparable to the content received from other interview subjects while leaving room to 

lead the conversation in a direction that yielded relevant results. 

Research Design 

This study collected data from interviews with executives who could speak to the 

decision-making processes of high-profile companies. A certain level of homogeneity 

was to be expected, and interviews ceased when theoretical saturation was reached. 

Interviewees were selected through a convenience sample. Convenience samples have 

been widely used in qualitative research; this method yields a sample by utilizing 

personal connections, outreach, etc. Several interviews were the product of random 

response – LinkedIn messages were sent to over 150 employees whose job title on the 

platform included “social responsibility” or “corporate philanthropy.” 

Consent for participation in the study was obtained from interviewees through 

verbal consent prior to the formal start of the interview. Before interviews, subjects were 

screened via email to make sure they were capable of adding relevant context and 

information to the data pool. Screeners for participation included questions regarding the 

company’s corporate social responsibility initiatives and the interviewee’s role in 

choosing one or implementing it. If it was revealed that the potential interviewee was not 

the best equipped employee to participate in the study, the interview was ended, and 

contact information for a more informed participant was requested. As Johnson and 

Weeler (2002) note, informants should have at least one year of full-time experience in 

 



 
 

the topic area. All interview subjects were in the communications department of their 

company and had intimate knowledge of the origins of at least one specific CSR tactic. 

This study encountered interviews with the wrong person – the subject did not know how 

the decision was arrived at. When that happened, contact information of another 

executive within the company who might be better able to answer relevant questions was 

requested. Senior management within companies’ communications divisions was given 

priority, and interviews were not conducted with lower level public relations 

practitioners, so as to ensure consistency in knowledge and feasibility of data 

comparison. Directors of CSR/sustainability and Chief Communications Officers were 

targeted when assembling the sample population.  

Prior to the interviews, all of which were over the phone to ensure identical 

conditions, verbal consent to record the interview was obtained. A set of questions 

approved by the University of Missouri Campus Institutional Review Board was used to 

guide each interview, however, each interview was tailored to the interviewee’s company 

and position. The question guide for this study began with questions about the subject’s 

job, what he or she does in an average day and how he or she contributes to the overall 

production of the company’s communications and CSR initiatives. This primed 

interviewees for descriptive speech, which somewhat tempered the need for repetitive 

questions (Fontana & Frey, 1994). The question guide then moved into more descriptive 

questions about the firm’s public relations strategy, as well as specific CSR initiatives. 

Research was performed ahead of the interview to investigate what type of social 

responsibility the company had engaged in, and the conversation moved there after 

 



 
 

establishing basic information. After listening to the preliminary explanations of what 

each company does, the question guide explored how the company decided to pursue that 

particular CSR strategy. As Anderson and Jack (1991) suggest, moral language and 

meta-statements were carefully recorded. This was especially pertinent to this study and 

was a major factor in answering the second research question regarding whether ethical 

reasoning came into the decision-making processes.  

Fontana and Frey (1994) identify the three main areas of ethical concern when 

dealing with human subjects. First, interviewees must enter the interview knowingly and 

willingly, otherwise known as informed consent. Second, subjects must be aware of the 

research implications and their right to privacy; subjects answering sensitive questions 

should have their identity protected. Third, subjects should be protected from harm – 

physical, emotional or otherwise (Fontana & Frey, 1994). Interviewed individuals were 

not misrepresented, nor were their words distorted. All responses were de-identified prior 

to publication, and interviewees were made aware of that fact so as to prompt more 

forthright, honest conversation. Interview subjects were welcome to rescind their 

commentary at any time, and they would have been promptly removed from the 

consideration set; however, no subjects requested this course of action. The pursuit of 

information should not supersede the humanity of the subjects, and this method of 

interviewing did not dictate the images of the humans interviewed (Fontana & Frey, 

1994).  

Every interview was recorded, but this study also relied upon written notes taken 

during the interview, which noted particularly salient points the subject made. Recordings 

 



 
 

created were maintained as proof, and all materials will be submitted to a committee for 

review, if necessary. The average length of each interview was roughly 35 to 40 minutes 

long. After each interview, the entire conversation was transcribed, and the recording was 

filed to provide an audit trail. After compiling all the data, analysis began. Each interview 

transcription was read several times by the researcher to become familiarized and 

immersed within the content. Closeness was prioritized over objectivity, then the data 

was coded using the constant comparative method (CCM). Codes are a small unit of text 

that label a meaning found within the data (Boeije, 2002). Comparison is an integral part 

of qualitative research, and the CCM is a vetted approach to finding conceptual 

similarities and discovering patterns in data. Codes were identified through a systematic 

process of inductive reasoning where a focus on inquiry revealed pertinent categories of 

meaning. The CCM is a cycle of comparison in which the researcher simultaneously 

codes and evaluates data to develop concepts (Boeije, 2002). This study used the CCM to 

explore relationships between codes and integrate them into a more articulated account of 

the data. A search for themes that arose in all, or a majority, of respondents’ answers with 

a broader pattern of meaning was sought out. As Braun, Clarke and Terry note, “the basic 

process of generating themes and subthemes…involves collapsing or clustering codes 

that seem to share some unifying feature together, so that they reflect and describe a 

coherent and meaningful pattern in the data” (2014).  

Once the themes were established, different stories and techniques were compared 

and contrasted, then interpreted. At this point, a quality check took place; this phase of 

the study was a recursive process in which themes were checked against the data and the 

 



 
 

boundaries of the themes were established. The data was examined to ascertain whether 

there was enough to support any given theme and whether the data was too diverse to 

allow for theme coherence (Braun, Clarke & Terry, 2014). This process resulted in the 

collapse of several potential themes into one as well as the split of a broad theme into 

distinct themes. An example of this can be seen in the combined theme of authentic 

alignment, which was originally three separate codes of authenticity, alignment, and 

purpose. The ultimate goal was to create a list of themes that captured the most relevant 

elements and the tone of the data.  

After themes were identified, they were named. The naming process allowed the 

study to state what is unique and specific about each theme.  All of the above was 

addressed in a final, coherent narrative that included quotes and anecdotes from the 

original interviews.  

Summary 
 

It was anticipated that this study would find many companies tie their corporate 

social responsibility initiatives to their pre-existing brand goals. CSR tactics that align 

with the products or service the business creates perform well and elevate consumers’ 

perception of the firm (Du et al., 2011). It seemed likely that the choice of which CSR 

tactic to employ is one made at a high level, that it is not one that takes into account the 

opinions of the employees working at the brick and mortar iterations of each company 

(e.g. factory workers at Nike or baristas at Starbucks). This study expected a group of 

executives were presented with a strategic list of socially responsible practices and the 

probable cost of each tactic, as well as the envisioned results. It was also expected that 

 



 
 

companies pioneer programs, evaluate which perform best and then pursue the program 

that is most beneficial to the firm and the public. It seemed doubtful that ethical 

considerations accompany these decisions in a formal way; executives most likely do not 

apply consequentialism or deontology. However, it was also supposed likely that in 

choosing strategic goals, decision-makers weigh the options using ethical considerations 

such as weight of obligation and gravity of impact. For example, Starbucks might weigh 

the importance of providing children with clean, renewable water against practicing 

responsible coffee bean collection – which is more important? Human life or a 

sustainable environment? The eventual findings of this study were somewhat 

contradictory to the expected results. As such, this study is a conservative start to closing 

the research gap in how companies make decisions regarding CSR.  

 

 

  

 



 
 

Chapter 4: Results 
 
 
 

This study sought to answer two very broad and very nuanced research questions. 

To do this, several weeks of recruitment ensued in an effort to get in contact with the 

people best suited to answer the relevant questions of the study. The 10 interviews 

ultimately conducted revealed several commonalities in how large companies conduct 

corporate social responsibility. A chart of the de-identified sources and their respective 

organizations can be found in Appendix B.  

RQ1: How Do Companies Choose CSR Strategies?  

Throughout the interviews, two distinct versions of how companies make decisions 

presented themselves. A theoretical, big picture version that espoused company missions, 

values, etc., was presented as the true driver behind any corporate social responsibility 

work. As interviewees got more granular in their description of how strategies were 

executed, though, the practical “how” emerged, illustrating the journey from idea to 

program.  

Authentic alignment. Several themes arose during the research phase of this 

study; one in particular seemed to explain a link that research spanning decades in the 

field has observed. Every interviewee returned to the same idea – companies seek to align 

the philanthropic work they do with the services or product they produce. In a 

conversation about PepsiCo’s corporate social responsibility, Source 1 noted “You can’t 

pick causes that are unrelated to your business; they have to be relevant to what you do. 

Communications can’t convince people if you don’t have the actions of the business 

 



 
 

behind it.” Some of PepsiCo’s initiatives included reducing carbon dioxide emissions 

company-wide, reclaiming water used in production processes, creating oxy-degradable 

flex bags used in the Frito-Lay division, and lightweighting the polyethylene 

terephthalate bottles the company uses in packaging their soda products to prevent the 

addition of more non-biodegradable plastic to landfills. All of these programs were built 

around the idea that PepsiCo was not going to stop producing their goods, but it would 

try to make those goods less of a drain on the environment. There was a direct connection 

between the products of the company and the CSR they were engaging in. This was 

supported by an interview with Source 2 of Johnson Controls, a company that, among 

other things, produces heating and cooling equipment. The products they create are 

optimized to help consumers use less energy and conserve resources. Since 2002, 

Johnson Controls has reduced its energy and greenhouse intensity by over 50 percent. 

Johnson Controls is a company that makes its profits as a result of exploiting natural 

resources, therefore giving back in an environmentally focused way makes sense.  

Source 8 said: 
“I just went through a conference with a bunch of other CSR professionals, and one of 

the biggest things we talked about was how you can authentically weave CSR into 
your programming at your company… We know that millennials are more likely 
to engage with a brand or purchase from a brand or pay more for a product – think 
about Patagonia – where there’s an authentic tie. So they can see, millennials, Gen 
Z’ers, they can see right through a company or brand that’s not authentic. So it’s 
really important for brands to not only engage in this CSR, prosocial behaviors, 
diversity, and inclusion, but to also show that it’s woven into what the company 
stands for.” 

 
Instead of throwing money at arbitrary causes, firms are examining what they do 

on a day-to-day basis, what the core of their business is, and then creating programs that 

complement that. Anheuser-Busch, an American brewing company, took note of 

 



 
 

consumers’ concerns when they flagged the issue of alcohol responsibility and placed the 

burden of protection on the company.  

Source 4 said:  
“We put a lot of focus on alcohol responsibility – that was kind of a no brainer. There 

was always a responsibility that consumers felt Anheuser-Busch should be 
preventing underage drinking, preventing drunk driving, that those are really 
important for the company to do… It’s really vital that you do that work and you 
know what the issues are and where people think you should be, and then you 
align your objectives to that.” 

  
Anheuser-Busch creates a product that very explicitly inhibits neurological processes. 

Although the habit of drinking has been normalized in society, the safety concerns 

surrounding the effects of alcohol remain top of mind for many consumers. It is very 

natural, then, that Anheuser-Busch engages in alcohol responsibility work to keep its 

consumers safe.  

GoDaddy, a web hosting company, offers services to help entrepreneurs begin 

their businesses; they are best known for selling branded domain names. Their CSR 

revolves around advocating for entrepreneurs in underserved populations and 

communities.  

Source 9 said:  
“GoDaddy’s vision is to radically shift the global economy for small, independent 

ventures, and we do this by really rooting for and championing the everyday 
entrepreneur. So that’s what we do every day. We focus on our small businesses 
and entrepreneurs and making sure that they have the resources to be successful. 
So for us, our corporate giving effort needed to align to that, while still having a 
social impact focus. So while there are lots of worthy causes, with the 
environment and health and there’s all these other cause areas, the 
entrepreneurship piece, and specifically inclusive entrepreneurship, is what 
directly ties to the vision and values of our company.”  

 
Additional interviews revealed data supporting this authentic alignment: Abbott, a 

health care company, pioneered programs in Africa to address the AIDS crisis; General 

 



 
 

Motors produces vehicles (that require millions of tires), so the company developed a 

sustainable rubber initiative; Oliver Wyman, a management consulting company, offers 

its services pro bono to nonprofits and charities; PricewaterhouseCoopers is a 

professional services company that began a campaign to promote careers in technology to 

students in an inclusive way. The thing that all of these companies have in common is 

their cause – they each saw an issue affecting the area in which they work, and the logical 

decision was to get involved and begin to invest in solutions.  

Reciprocity. Although it would be encouraging to believe companies participate 

in CSR for the sake of altruism, there has been considerable research performed to prove 

the business case for CSR, the reputational benefits of CSR, the relationship between 

consumer trust and companies that engage in CSR, and so on. It should come as no 

surprise then, that another prominent theme found in the data was reciprocity – 

companies engaging in CSR strategies expected to see a return on their investment, if not 

financially, then by some other means.  

Viacom is a multibillion dollar media company that strategically partners with 

dozens of NGOs in a program called All Good All Year. The program provides 

opportunities for Viacom employees to volunteer their skills and time working on worthy 

causes. The philanthropic work they do in conjunction with these partnerships is 

unarguably impactful. However, when Viacom leadership evaluates CSR strategies, part 

of the value of the program being assessed is in the reputational reward.  

Source 8 said:  
“Employees are such an important part of Viacom, so keeping employees engaged, 

retaining talent, and also recruiting new talent – being an attractive company to 
work for, we want to make sure they’re having a great experience. All Good All 
Year is that opportunity. Studies show that employees who are volunteering are 

 



 
 

more likely to stay at a company, so we’re retaining our talent in that way, so it’s 
just a really valuable thing… We want more touchpoints with organizations that 
we work with so that we can leverage the experience and skills of our employees 
to strengthen the organizations that we work with. So it’s a mutually beneficial 
thing, because we’re getting volunteer opportunities, we’re getting employee 
engagement opportunities out of our partnerships, and then they’re getting the 
capacity and support that they need beyond just receiving a check and never 
hearing from us again.” 

 
General Motors also views its CSR as an opportunity to not only improve the 

world they operate in, but also to improve its reputation. When external CSR reports are 

generated, they are reviewed for criteria that includes its strategic importance and how 

the information being released will “drive improvement.”  

Source 3 said:  
“We’re really kind of reputational guardians of the brand… Our sustainable practices 

always take into account that there are top-line new business, revenue innovation 
opportunities that come from that kind of a focus. There’s also bottom-line 
savings. But most importantly, there’s risk mitigation involved too.” 

 
That idea of risk mitigation came up in a conversation with Source 9 of GoDaddy 

as well. GoDaddy prioritizes programs that have quantifiable impact; the company wants 

to ensure they have the capability, if ever challenged, to prove their goodwill, to point to 

data and cite the exact numbers on a philanthropic endeavor.  

Source 4 talked about the evolution of CSR; a couple decades ago, companies 

engaged in philanthropy in a reactive way. A company would have a reputational 

misstep, the next day they would announce a new initiative in hopes to turn the news 

cycle. Today, Anheuser-Busch uses CSR as a proactive measure.  

Source 4 said: 
“When you can turn the negative into a positive and talk about what you’re doing for the 

community, that’s really important when doing business. It kind of helps protect 
things for you, it serves as an insurance policy. You see sustainability now, you 
see CSR, but overall, it’s reputation management and stakeholder outreach.” 

 

 



 
 

Beyond reputational benefits, some firms actually stand to reap financial reward 

from engaging in CSR work. Oliver Wyman’s pro bono work for nonprofits and charities 

comes with a bonus – exposure.  

Source 7 said:  
“Nonprofits have really interesting governing boards, so for us, in addition to impacting 

society, there’s a business objective that get us in front of people that we might 
not normally get in touch with. So, you’re presenting to a governing board of a 
nonprofit, they see how you work and how you think, and you might meet the 
CEO of a company that you’re interested in working for for paid work. So it’s just 
a good business development idea, as well as an impact on society.” 

 
The brand benefits of corporate social responsibility work do not negate the positive 

impact of the initiatives; it merely allows future research to acknowledge the mutually 

beneficial relationships and operate with that in mind as a precedent.  

Inspiration. As interviewees talked about how their company’s corporate social 

responsibility program(s) got started, almost all of them cited another effort that sparked 

an idea and inspired them to take action. When asked what forms of CSR her company, 

Otter Media, engaged in and how they came about, Source 6 said: 

 “It is part of a philosophy that comes from a leadership that believes that the biggest 
challenges in the world are the responsibility of good corporate citizens. I was just 
watching – the Atlantic does a live event about corporate social responsibility, 
and I saw this interview with Salesforce. Salesforce is one of the biggest 
corporations in the world. So when that company was founded, it was founded on 
a one percent principle – one percent of time, resources, and profits go to causes 
that matter, tied to Salesforce’s vision, mission, and values. So that’s straight off 
the top, that’s not one-off campaigns, that’s not volunteerism, all of which are 
important, both of which are critical, but it’s just that elusive act where a company 
says not only are we committed to this, but we are committed to it in an 
always-on fashion; it is really woven into the DNA of the company. That’s what I 
wanted for us.”  

 
Otter Media is not alone on this front – Source 10 of PricewaterhouseCoopers 

cited Larry Fink’s annual letter to CEOs as an example of the kind of attitude the 

 



 
 

company strived to emulate. Fink, currently the world’s largest investor who oversees 

roughly six trillion dollars, used the letter as a platform to urge firms to do more than 

make a profit (Kramer, 2019). The letter received considerable criticism from 

professionals in the business world who disagree. Notably, Warren Buffett said he did not 

believe in businesses pushing politically charged agendas (Sorkin, 2019). Source 10 went 

so far as to email resources about Fink’s letter and the backlash it prompted after the 

interview had concluded, underlining the fact that her outside research had a profound 

effect on the way she viewed participation in CSR.  

Continuing this trend of external influence, Viacom named two different 

companies as role models that built a framework for CSR to aspire to.  

Source 8 said:  
“Take Microsoft for example, they basically have a duty – it’s built in their mission 

statement, this idea that they want to give back to their communities, their 
consumers, people that use their products. So for them, CSR programming comes 
very naturally. A lot of CSR professionals just have trouble with senior level 
leadership setting priorities for how they can authentically engage in the space. 
That’s something that a lot of companies grapple with, and there are some 
companies like Tom’s, where from the beginning it’s just been woven into what 
they do, and they have a very clear alignment with CSR and doing good in the 
community.”  

 
For Johnson Controls, inspiration came from a pinnacle of benevolence – the 

United Nations. In 2015, the UN created a blueprint for a viable future. They were called 

the Sustainable Development Goals, a set of 17 global goals encompassing everything 

from hunger, education, clean water, poverty, energy, and economic growth 

(“Sustainable Development Goals,” 2015). Throughout the course of the interview, the 

Johnson Controls representative repeatedly mentioned the goals and how the company’s 

CSR work aligned with those intentions.  

 



 
 

Source 2 said:  
“And we use the Sustainable Development Goals of the UN as the umbrella that we work 

under. We look to the UN as ‘okay, this is what the world needs,’ how can 
Johnson Controls work within the guidelines that they’ve given to execute our 
philanthropic strategy? So when we define [our values as] safe, smart, and 
sustainable, we line that up with the UN’s SDGs.” 

 
One of the major functions of the Abbott Fund, Abbott’s corporate social 

responsibility branch, would not have been realized if not for the work of a single 

employee, inspired by the Clinton Foundation.  

Source 5 said: 
“The short version is, I had my kind of midlife crisis, and I was potentially going to leave 

Abbott to work for a foundation called the Clinton Foundation. I saw the kind of 
work they were doing and knew I needed to get involved. I met the guy that was 
running the foundation, sorted through the idea with him, then asked Abbott to 
take a leave of absence so I could work for the Clinton Foundation… It ended up 
being something that was in the space Abbott wanted to be in – Abbott was 
already doing work with health systems infrastructure, and I had the skills 
because of the job that I did, and Abbott’s CEO was directly involved in 
approving the strategy.”  

 
A single employee from Abbott affected change at an institutional level, and now the 

company touts the program as one of their most impactful efforts.  

Leadership. That kind of individual influence within an organization evolved to 

become one of the more granular, practical themes that answered the study’s question of 

how companies choose CSR strategies. In a majority of respondents’ answers, leaders 

within the company came forward, proposed an idea for a CSR program, and worked to 

get it approved and executed. Rather than a panel of decision-makers sitting down to 

review a list of options, programs were given the green light after a single idea from a 

single source was escalated. Some of the most significant CSR programs in the nation 

have been the brainchild of one leader in an organization.  

 



 
 

Without Source 5, Abbott might never have attempted to address the AIDS 

pandemic. A similar process occurred within Otter Media.  

Source 6 said:  
“The idea of taking our greatest asset, which is our community of creators, and 

mobilizing them on a single day was my idea. We wanted to get them involved 
with causes that they care about and try to move the needle… The reason why I 
love my job was that I presented the idea, and it was the CEO who said ‘let’s do 
this,’ and then we did it.”  

 
Single centers of power influenced the course of entire organization’s CSR efforts. 

Contrary to expected findings, leadership guided direction of resources in a way that was 

not indicative of the anticipated collaborative process.  

When Viacom received feedback from employees noting that their current annual 

Day of Service was falling short, Source 8 took it upon himself to stitch together the 

fabric of the organization’s CSR work.  

Source 8 said: 
“We were doing these one-off opportunities like I mentioned, and so there was really no 

structure around any of that… I wasn’t given a budget to work with. It was just 
‘present an idea, come up with organizations that we can work with’ … I 
basically pulled together a presentation and gathered everyone in a room, then we 
escalated it up to the CEO.”  

 
After his idea was approved, it was applied company-wide, to brands including MTV and 

Comedy Central.  

Johnson Controls’ Neighborhood Initiatives have been expanded to bring 

place-based philanthropy to neighborhoods all over the country, and that is a direct result 

of Source 2 seeing a subset of the city in dire need of support directly next to the 

company’s headquarters in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  

Source 2 said: 
“Where our campus sits is right on the borderline of the north shore suburbs, which are 

among the wealthiest suburbs, and right on the other side is a pretty challenged 

 



 
 

neighborhood, so we sit in an area that we felt like ‘who are our neighbors and 
what’s in our backyard?’ And we have a global philanthropic reach, but our first 
responsibility should be to our immediate neighbors… It was my idea. So I 
thought of it, and the CEO at the time said ‘yes, we want to pursue this,’ then it 
became his directive, which is often the way that it works because you need the 
voice of leadership behind it.”  

 
The GoDaddy GoCommunity program is also a result of Source 9 bringing an 

idea directly to her Chief Communications Officer. This leadership-driven CSR was a 

pervasive concept in the interviews and became no less surprising each time it was 

affirmed.  

Research. An expected, but nonetheless important to note, theme found in the 

data was research. Though the ideas might have come from individual sources, each one 

needed supporting information to convince decision-makers and demonstrate the 

feasibility of the plan. When PepsiCo pursued a solution to the problems in Mexican 

waste management, months of research were performed to find the best solution for the 

country’s environment. The company ultimately pioneered oxy-degradable packaging, 

and then performed more research to find a way to offset the resulting carbon dioxide 

emissions. Source 1 said: “We had to consult the [Research and Development] team to 

see what’s next on their research. This is really a good thing for Mexico, it’s a good thing 

for PepsiCo, but we needed to stay on track for our global CO₂ commitment.”  

Similarly, before establishing its Neighborhood Initiatives, Johnson Controls 

“developed a guide to a healthy neighborhood, did some research on what makes 

neighborhoods safe and strong and targeted our giving in those areas,” according to 

Source 2. Johnson Controls also researched the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals before embarking on its environmental CSR work. General Motors 

 



 
 

researched the deforestation occurring as a direct result of rubber production used to 

create tires before funding the sustainable natural rubber initiative. Source 3 said: “Our 

engineers that work with our tire companies went to the farms and actually saw how they 

harvested the rubber, why there are the concerns of deforestation and working conditions 

and other things we didn’t even consider initially.”  

Piloting programs to test their viability is another popular method of research that 

presented itself throughout the interviews. Johnson Controls evaluated the efficacy of 

their Neighborhood Initiatives in Milwaukee before expanding it across the country; 

Otter Media weighed the results of its Giving Tuesday program; Anheuser-Busch led 

campaigns pairing Budweiser and Lyft in test cities to scrutinize alcohol responsibility 

programming partnerships. 

Source 4 said: 
“It’s all guided by research – the corporate reputation research is done annually to make 

sure you’re still focusing on the right issues for the company, and that guides your 
strategy and what you’re doing… It’s called stakeholder research, you find out 
what your consumers think, maybe what public affairs officials think, your 
customers, employees, people that buy from you or you buy from them – it’s 
across the board. Generally, it’s very similar, what all these audiences think, and 
you have to talk to all these, what we call, stakeholders. It’s really vital that you 
do that work and you know what the issues are and where people think you 
should be, and then you align your objectives to that.” 

 
GoDaddy audited its GoCommunities program in several cities to refine what the 

program should look like and how it should function.  

Source 9 said:  
“For example, with Go Communities, when we launched the pilot programs, our Phoenix 

program wasn’t performing quite as well as our other programs, and it really came 
down to how we were running it. So the actual model we were using for Phoenix 
wasn’t the right model for this community, so understanding the mistakes that we 
made helped us understand what we needed to change to make it better.”  

 

 



 
 

Abbott underwent the same process during its AIDS response.  

Source 5 said: 
“Part of the process was Abbott engaging with outside organizations and agencies to find 

out what kinds of things Abbott could do to use its skills, rather than using its 
money but using its skills to help address the AIDS pandemic. We did trial 
programs in Romania, West Africa, Tanzania, and India. The Tanzania program 
had the greatest depth, so it’s still going on.” 

 
The research Abbott performed led to expansion of the program; today, the program 

reaches far beyond AIDS in Africa. It has built hospitals and labs, offers emergency 

medicine, medical training, and education systems in which local physicians can continue 

to learn.  

PricewaterhouseCoopers performed social listening and primary qualitative 

research to determine what kind of program they wanted to put their resources into.  

Source 10 said: 
“Prior to Access Your Potential, we were focused on financial literacy education, and at 

that time, what we were hearing a lot about was the growing cost of education and 
the student loan debt burden, and what we were finding – both in conversations 
with teachers and in our work with young people, students, and also what you 
were hearing on the news – what we were finding was that most young people 
were not financially savvy… we started to pay attention to that and go through a 
series of listening conversations with a variety of our nonprofit collaborators 
around what were sort of the growing gaps, both in the schools and learning, 
career choices, talking with our campus recruiting programs, all of that went into 
the Access Your Potential design.”  

 
Research is the step in the process in which the company makes an investment, 

both in time and financial resources. It signals a deeper commitment to the idea of the 

CSR initiative and to making sure it is as effective, impactful, and quality as possible. 

Ten out of ten interviews signaled research in some capacity either preceding or 

happening concurrently with the launch of a program.  

 



 
 

The first three themes of authentic alignment, reciprocity, and inspiration emerged 

from the data as guideposts for how CSR leaders think about how they choose their 

strategies. The next two themes, leadership and research, illuminated the tactical legwork 

done to begin the program. 

 

RQ2: How Does Ethical Reasoning Factor Into CSR Choices, If At All? 

Ethical reasoning is a powerful tool humans use nearly every day; however, not 

one of the interviewees was formally trained in ethical frameworks. This is, perhaps, not 

surprising, as corporate employees are not wont to discuss philosophical intricacies. 

Interestingly, though, each interview yielded several examples of implicit ethical 

reasoning in which the subject revealed the use of one or more ethical frameworks 

without the knowledge of its official label. When asked about specific ethical codes or 

rules that guide them, interviewees across the board balked. However, when asked 

generally if ethics factor into CSR decisions and if they apply ethics in their job, all 

interviewees emphatically said “yes.”  

Unspoken ethics. None of the interviewees named an ethical framework, yet they 

all applied one, consciously or not. In some cases, interviewees were vague to the point 

of claiming that they did not have to consider ethics because they were so ingrained 

within the culture of the company. “It’s one of those things, I’ve gotta be honest, it’s not 

something I think about all the time,” Source 9 said. After some prompting, Source 9 

added: 

“Looking at what our values are and how we operate as a business, that’s obviously 100 
percent integrated into everything that we do, and that’s the easiest way to put it. 
That’s just how we work and that’s infused into what we do.”  

 



 
 

 
General Motors has a code of ethics, but when asked how the two interact, Source 

3 said: “When you’re doing these things, they’re not a one-off project. They just become 

a way that we’re going to operate. That’s what I mean about integration, it doesn’t stand 

out, it’s just another new way of approaching our business.” 

Oliver Wyman has a list of values they aim to espouse as a company. When asked 

about the relationship between Oliver Wyman’s CSR work and its values, Source 7 said:  

“One of [our values] is making a significant, meaningful impact on society. That’s the 
tagline of the [Oliver Wyman For Society] program, which is pretty much directly 
out of our values. People take the values quite seriously and live what the 
company puts out and what they value. So I think the program grew directly out 
of the connection between what people were doing and how the company wanted 
to see itself.”  

 
Source 7’s words imply an aspirational tone within Oliver Wyman as a rhetor – the 

interviewee wants to see the company as ethical, but the relationship between its values 

and its CSR work is tangential at best.  

Teleology. Teleology is the umbrella term for a variety of ethical frameworks that 

focus the end result of any given action. Consequentialism, the ethical framework that 

judges the morality of actions based solely upon its respective consequences, was the 

most prevalent ethical lens interviewees alluded to when examining their CSR work.  

Source 5 said: 
“One of the key values that Abbott articulates is that it’s ‘caring.’ So we’re thinking 

about the impact of our products or our philanthropy and that it’s somehow 
nurturing the people that we’re around. We’ve also got ‘enduring.’ Enduring, so 
that the things we do and the impact we have lasts well beyond the initial 
intervention that the programs are achieving… My job is all about ethical use of 
Abbott’s resources. By ethics, I make decisions, my team makes decisions on the 
work that we do based on the fact that it will help the people that we’re working 
at. We have to make decisions on which investment is best, which investment will 
– sometimes in philanthropy, you can invest in something that causes harm, that 
disrupts the society in a way that doesn’t help it. So we make sure our investments 

 



 
 

don’t do harm… And the inverse of that is making sure the work you do has the 
maximum positive impact on the people you serve.” 

 
The interviewee stated he did not have any knowledge of ethical frameworks, yet the 

language he used to describe his reasoning was a succinct, accurate description of 

utilitarianism – the idea that the ethical course of action is always the one that results in 

the most good for the most amount of people. This was a phenomenon that repeated itself 

throughout the study.  

Source 6 said: 
“For me, as an executive, it’s the idea that people inherently want to find an authentic 

way to make their work meaningful… I think the best approach is the broadest 
approach, in service not to a particular cause, but to the idea overall of enabling 
people to find and root for and work for a cause.”  

 
She never explicitly identifies utilitarianism, but her words imply that a) people enjoy 

doing good work, which results in good for them and b) giving people the opportunity to 

do good work they enjoy will necessarily result in more good work being done. Similar to 

Otter Media’s implied ethical reasoning above, Source 10 explained the ethical reasoning 

surrounding PricewaterhouseCoopers’ CSR work as relying on integrity and proactively 

looking for ways to better the world and make a difference. Viacom’s Source 8 

energetically explained that the “old brand” of CSR was just writing checks to NGOs a 

company’s board members were involved with. Today, Source 8 vets partnerships to 

make sure their dollars are being used for “the most good possible,” another eerily 

accurate description of utilitarianism.  

In some responses, such as the aforementioned Abbott ethical approach, 

interviewees explained the ethical reasoning behind their CSR work as nonmaleficence – 

 



 
 

do no harm. Far from taking the Hippocratic Oath, these subjects used a low bar to gauge 

their ethical aptitude.  

Source 2 said: 
“You have a responsibility first and foremost, do no harm. Then, once you make it past 

that hurdle, which is a pretty significant hurdle, how can you make the world 
around you healthier or better? To be engaged enough in society that the 
community where your business is located is better because your business is 
there. Do no harm means if you’re active in the community, it’s no worse because 
of you. But then, when you really are a responsible corporate citizen, it’s better 
because of you… I think our code of ethics is more about honesty and personal 
responsibility and less about reaching out. In our organization, let’s say we have a 
factory in China – do we treat those employees fairly? Do we compensate them 
fairly? Do we avoid slave labor?” 

 
Outlier viewpoints on ethics. The topic of ethical reasoning is a muddy one, and 

questions regarding it are not easily answered. This study may serve as the first stepping 

stone in a path to greater understanding of the ethical reasoning that takes place in 

companies’ philanthropic departments. The interviews in this study illuminated the 

aforementioned themes, however, it is worth noting some repeated concepts that came up 

in conversation but lacked sufficient data to become a fully realized theme.  

Ethical egoism. Ethical egoism as a framework suggests that moral agents should 

do whatever is in their own best interest. This concept was occasionally implied during 

interviews.  

Source 8 said: 
“We partner with a lot of cultural institutions in New York City, like the museums, so 

they’re able to offer us value by giving us tickets that we can give to employees. 
We’re building partnerships also where we can offer employees volunteer 
activities, so that’s becoming something as well that’s guiding our giving – is the 
organization able to offer us volunteer opportunities for our employees? So it’s 
not just this immaterial ‘we’re going to support your gala, and that’s it.’” 

 

 



 
 

Source 9 of GoDaddy also mentioned a process in which the company’s CSR 

team was required to align each one of their philanthropic programs with a company 

value ahead of publication of their efforts, suggesting that the company believed that by 

promoting a unified stance on CSR and applied ethics, it could earn reputational capital.  

Legal ethics. Another interesting point that developed was the relationship 

between companies’ legal departments and how that shaped employees’ view of ethics 

when working in CSR. Despite priming interviewees for descriptive speech, several 

referred to their company legal departments when the topic of ethics was broached. As 

Source 2 put it: “[Ethics] doesn’t fit as much in our philanthropic space. It often fits in 

our legal and our compliance space.” When asked if she applies ethics in her job, Source 

4 said: 

“Oh, yeah. Daily. That was really kind of what we were founded in. Helping, making 
sure what you’re doing is right, and working really closely with legal on that 
because Anheuser-Busch is in a very highly regulated industry with alcohol, so 
there are a lot of alcohol beverage laws and things that people need to be aware 
of.” 

 
Source 5 of Abbott noted that the nature of Abbott’s CSR program – its status as a 

foundation – changes how the company views the ethics of CSR: “We’re ethical, and that 

includes being in compliance with any number of regulations related to grant making and 

foundations and compliance with local regulations in the countries that we work in.”  

Despite the lack of clarity on distinct ethical pathways, ethical reasoning was 

inherent and obviously present within each interview. Whether the employees and 

organization as a whole deliberately intend to consider the ethics of any given CSR 

 



 
 

initiative, the work demands it. Therefore, it can be concluded that ethical reasoning 

plays a significant, though sometimes quiet, role in choosing CSR strategies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Chapter 5: Conclusions 
 
 
 

The purpose of this study was to examine the decision-making companies employ 

when choosing corporate social responsibility initiatives to pursue. This inquiry into the 

origins of CSR programs is a vastly underdeveloped subset of the CSR research field. 

The study utilized semi-structured interviews with corporate executives that had direct 

influence over the course of their respective company’s CSR. The research questions of 

this study were intentionally broad, and the results may serve as a catalyst for future, 

more focused research in the area.  

The answer to the first research question, how do companies choose CSR 

strategies, was twofold. First, directors of CSR think about their decisions in a broad, 

overarching way, then they get to the practical implementation. The first priority in 

modern CSR is making sure the philanthropic work the company is doing is authentically 

aligned with what the company does in its normal business operations. Another 

expansive theme that arose from the data was the process in which a company determines 

what CSR program will deliver a return on its investment; however, the anticipated profit 

is often reputational reward rather than direct financial benefit stemming from their 

supposedly altruistic activity. Last of the overarching themes was inspiration. Almost all 

interviewees cited CSR work done by another organization as influential to their own 

work. The more practical answers to the first research question revolved around the ideas 

of leadership and research. Each CSR program described in the interviews had been 

 



 
 

heavily researched, and the majority of them were the contrivance of a single leader in 

the organization.  

The second research question, how does ethical reasoning factor into CSR 

choices, had a simple but ambiguous answer. Ethical reasoning is fundamental within 

organizations’ CSR decisions because it is intrinsic to human reasoning. In this study, the 

whole is not the sum of the parts. The organizational ethical reasoning observed can be 

attributed to the personal ethical reasoning of a few key players within the company. 

Nearly all the interviewees applied consequentialist ethics, but none of them were 

consciously aware it was a formal framework. That ethics were not discussed explicitly 

within the companies was abundantly clear, which supports the moral mum effect 

discussed in Zanin, Bisel, and Adame (2016).  

The literature reviewed prior to conducting this study suggested that CSR would 

be viable only as long as it proved valuable to firms (Carroll, 2008). Although value can 

be defined in broad terms, interviewees corroborated this statement – reciprocity was one 

of the major themes that emerged from the data. Companies’ directors of CSR expect that 

their work will not go unnoticed, and though they might not seek out quantifiable 

increases in product or service sales, they assume they will receive recognition of their 

efforts in some capacity (Carroll, 2008). The relationship between stakeholder and 

company today is an intimate one. Publicly traded organizations are obliged to respect the 

desires of their stakeholders, and that includes the profit-seeking shareholders’ desires as 

well as the socially conscious consumers’ desires (Frynas & Yamahaki, 2016). Balancing 

these often competing interests requires ingenuity. Ziek (2009) suggested that 

 



 
 

stakeholders would have a persuasive influence on organizational decisions, but that was 

not supported by the data collected in this study. More often than not, leaders within an 

organization escalated an idea they had, and it grew into a social responsibility program. 

Examining the influences applied upon those leaders may be the work of another 

researcher.  

The research of this study made use of satisficing theory and the Symbiotic 

Sustainability Model. Satisficing theory uses a cost/benefit structure to evaluate decisions 

(Goodrich, Stirling, & Frost, 1998). Throughout the research process, subjects referred to 

the reasoning they applied when choosing CSR programs to pursue. This recursive 

analysis echoes the theme of reciprocity that was found in the data. Source 7 said: “[CSR] 

offers the opportunity for the employees to be engaged, as well as grow the brand and 

make a difference in the world.” That kind of reward essentially negated the financial and 

time commitments the firm had to make in order to gain access to those benefits. 

Although spending dollars and employee time might not have been companies’ optimal 

solution, it was good enough, exemplifying the application of satisficing theory. One of 

the other themes, research, alluded to the fact that significant consideration was given to 

the intricacies of programs when they were still in their infancy. Research allowed firms 

to find an acceptable balance between satisfying stakeholder demands and doing what 

was best for the business, which further corroborated the ubiquity of satisficing theory in 

organizational behavior.  

Several of the interviewees involved in this study also noted NGOs they had 

partnered with. The Symbiotic Sustainability Model is based on the premise that both 

 



 
 

halves of the coupling between a corporation and a NGO are openly using the other to 

gain access to a type of capital the other specializes in. For NGOs, companies hold value 

– literally. For corporations, NGOs have the kind of social power and respect only 

non-revenue-seeking organizations can have. The research gathered in this study supports 

the SSM’s conclusions that interorganizational relationships lead to mutual value. 

General Motors’ partnership with the World Wildlife Fund led to a successful program 

that has revolutionized rubber production processes in a sustainable manner – while the 

WWF gained access to the capital needed to address the problem, GM earned a 

reputational reward as well as supply chain security for the long term. Viacom made use 

of strategic partnerships to find volunteer opportunities for its employees that boost their 

employee retention while supporting the varied worthy causes of the NGOs. Far from 

altering the modern view of the SSM, the data gathered supported the primary tenets of 

the model.  

This study’s research offered little to influence the broader field of ethical 

research. The moral mum effect has been identified and labeled, and this study’s 

interviews provide support for the idea that ethics are somewhat of a taboo topic in the 

workplace (Zanin, Bisel, & Adame, 2016). Many sources referred to the ethical standards 

set by the company’s legal department, while others outright said it was not a topic that 

was discussed on a regular basis. Smith and Carroll’s 1984 study of moral agents in 

organizations revealed that ethical orientations are adopted after they are handed down by 

leaders. Although this was not explicit in this study’s data, it was alluded to several times. 

Leadership was one of the themes that answered the first research question, and in 

 



 
 

speaking with several leaders who were personally responsible for a specific CSR 

initiative, it became abundantly clear that their personal ethics drove the idea behind the 

philanthropic endeavor. They were speaking on behalf of an organization, but these 

individuals were using language that predominantly favored utilitarianism – the idea that 

the most ethical course of action is the one that results in the best outcome for the greatest 

amount of people. There were no company-wide meetings to establish that that would be 

the yardstick for CSR success, and yet these leaders decided it would be so. These 

individuals set organizational priority, reinforcing the decades-old supposition of moral 

agents’ influence. The source from GM asserted that the company’s code of ethics is 

crucial in its daily operations, yet ethics are never overtly discussed because they are so 

inherent within the company that it would be superfluous. This theme of implicit ethical 

reasoning supports the finding of Bowen (2004) that suggested employees are socialized 

into companies and take on the ethics of that organization.  

In the wake of this study, professionals involved in the decision-making behind 

corporate social responsibility initiatives might examine their practices more closely and 

contemplate those decisions in a more deliberate, prudent manner. Corporate social 

responsibility has come a long way from haphazardly throwing money at causes, 

however, there are miles to go. The evidence of brand alignment, inspiration, and 

research all as precursors to CSR activity is encouraging. Taking these themes one step 

further to advance the critical decision-making process would behoove companies in the 

future. Selection of a formal ethical framework is not necessary, but it has the potential to 

guide these momentous decisions in a more calculated and thoughtful way.  

 



 
 

This study enhances the understanding of leaders’ influence on decisions 

surrounding CSR practices and calls attention to distinct practice concerns. The salience 

of stakeholders in these decisions is not as persuasive as it perhaps should be. Although 

concepts such as satisficing theory and the SSM were supported throughout this study’s 

research, they are certainly not the only lenses through which CSR organizational 

decision-making can be examined. Given that the findings suggest ethical deliberation is 

not a prevalent part of the process, this study offers that a different sample might yield 

different results. This study can offer modern researchers a glimpse into organization’s 

method of choosing CSR programs, but further research is needed to truly get an accurate 

depiction of how these decisions are made nationwide, if not globally. Moving forward, 

researchers should focus on either the practical steps taken in decision-making processes 

or the cognitive ethical considerations. The relationship between the two should follow 

after research has exhausted the disparate topics.  

Limitations and Future Research 

There are several potential limitations to this study. Whyte (1982) discusses the 

limitations of interviews, especially those regarding confirmation bias and influenced 

informant responses. Specifically, Whyte brings up informants’ potential ulterior motives 

and desire to please the interviewer. This was certainly a limitation, as the study’s 

subjects were professionals well-versed in the art of public speaking and communication. 

Interview subjects all had extensive experience speaking about their companies and 

places of employment, so persuading them to speak candidly about the decision-making 

process behind a strategic, organization-wide decision was a challenge. In addition to the 

 



 
 

limitation of measured responses, subjects were often so accustomed to journalistic 

interviews that their responses occasionally seemed primed for sound bites rather than 

descriptive language. Johnson and Weller (2002) discuss the limitations of open-ended 

interviews; because the responses are free to move in the direction the speaker chooses, 

responses between interview subjects can vary greatly, making it harder for the 

researcher to accurately compare and contrast answers.  

Lastly, this study began with the intention of utilizing a snowball sample to gain 

access to a population of interviewees. However, the research performed in this study 

was limited by participants’ degree of willingness to bequeath names of colleagues in the 

CSR field. Some interviewees named no one, and some promised to follow up with 

names but never did. In reality, the study used a convenience sample. 

This area of CSR research is rife with opportunity. The nature of this study and its 

management sample led to an overview of decision-making. Future studies can, and 

should, pursue research that delves into the specific mechanisms of organizational 

decision-making surrounding CSR. Future studies might explore how companies in the 

same industry compare against one another, to make conclusions more applicable and 

concrete. Comparing Starbucks’ corporate social responsibility against the CSR of 

Caribou Coffee, Dunkin Donuts, Costa Coffee, and Tim Horton’s would theoretically 

yield results one could apply across the coffee industry. Another study might explore a 

different methodology to answer similar questions; there is no risk of interviewees trying 

to please the interviewer when textual analysis of internal memos is performed. A 

long-form ethnography study on a variety of firms (in the same industry sector or 

 



 
 

otherwise) would allow researchers to observe the inner workings of companies as they 

create and maintain corporate social responsibility initiatives.  
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Appendix: Interview Discussion Guide 
 
 
 
General information questions:  

1. Do you feel qualified to talk about your company’s corporate social responsibility 

initiatives? (If the answer is no, inquire about a good contact within the company)  

2. How long have you been working in (public relations, communications, 

marketing, etc.)? How long have you been working with (insert company name)? 

1. What is your job title? What are your responsibilities?  

RQ1: How do companies choose CSR strategies? 

1. How do you define corporate social responsibility? 

2. What makes a good CSR initiative? 

3. What forms of CSR does your company engage in?  

4. When did your company begin pursuing your current CSR strategy? 

5. Tell me how your company makes decisions about CSR. 

6. How did the idea for this particular strategy come about? (PROMPT: Was it from 

a pool of strategies, or was there only one option presented? If it was from a pool, 

how did you narrow the list?) 

 



 
 

7. What criteria were evaluated when considering this and other strategies?  

8. How many people were involved in the CSR decision-making process? 

9. How were these people selected?  

10. Who had the final say in selecting a CSR strategy?  

RQ2: How does ethical reasoning factor into CSR choices, if at all? (PROMPT: If 

needed, I will define ethical reasoning) 

1. Have you ever been formally trained in ethical frameworks? 

2. What is your company’s code of ethics, if there is one? (PROMPT: What are the 

main tenets of the code of ethics?) 

3. How do you apply ethics in your job?  

4. Were these values applied when selecting a CSR program?  

5. How would you define the ethics of decision-making when choosing a CSR 

strategy for your company?  

 


